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Abstract 
Different discrimination effects have been 
observed for atomic and polyatomic cluster ions 
when varying the ion lens potent i al of the laser 
microprobe mass analyzer. This is attributed to 
the chromatic aberrat i on of the einzel lens, lea-
ding to different effects on ions with different 
energy distributions. Ion kinetic energy distri-
butions were measured using the cut-off property 
of an ion reflector. The energies of elemental 
ions are higher and the energy distributions broa-
der than those of polyatomic ion s. Chemically 
different ion spec ies have different energy distri-
but i ons. An attempt i s made to correlate the in-
s trument al effects with results from ray tracing 
computer programs. 
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Introduction 
The commercial laser microprobe mass spec-
trometer LAMMA 500 has been described extensively 
in a number of papers (e.g. Hillenkamp et al., 
1975, Kaufmann et al., 1979, Vogt et al., 1981). 
The laser-induced i ons are accelerated towards a 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer by an electro-
static field which i s formed between the sample 
(at ground potential) and the entrance electrode 
of the spectrometer (Fi g . 1). The latter i s situ-
ated at a di stance of about 5.75 mm from the sam-
ple, and the potential usually employed is-3000 V 
for positive ion s , giv ing an electrical field 
strength s lightly greater than 0.5 V/µm. This con-
figuration can be considered as an ion objective 
lens which gathers the ions formed from the object 
into the ion optical system, s imilar to an optica l 
micro scope objective lens. Not a 11 i ans are col -
l ected and guided through the spec trometer, but 
the accepted fraction depends on the geometry of 
the system and the angular ion distribution. 
After the accelerat i on electrode, an "einzel" 
len s (i .e. a configuration of three electrodes 
with equal diameter and with the outer electrodes 
having the same potential, see also Fig. 1) coll i-
mates the ion beam in order to improve the trans-
mittance of the mass spectrometer by focu ssi ng 
i ons onto the detector that would otherwi se be 
lost to collision with the walls . Specific ion 
optical characteristics of this len s in the LAMMA 
500 have not been published, but ion len ses of 
thi s type have been widely employed, and the gene-
ral design i s discussed in many texts on electron 
optics (e.g. Paszkowski, 1968a, Pierce, 1959, 
Harting and Read, 1976). Eloy and Dumas (1966) and 
Eloy (1968) were the first to use an einzel len s 
in a laser ion source and pointed out that the 
voltage parameters should be carefully adjusted. 
These l enses are known to be subject to spherical 
and chromat ic aberrations. Therefore (Mauney, 
1984): (a) chemical spec ies of ions will differ in 
the fraction extracted if they have different dis-
tributions in space, (b) if they differ in their 
distribution of velocity vectors, and (c) sequen-
tial measurements will have different fractions of 
extracted ions, if there i s a difference in the 
spat ial distribution of ions formed or in their 
distribution of velocity vectors. 
Two chemical ion species have different 
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space distribut ion s if, for in stance , one i s formed 
primarily in the center of the laser beam, and the 
other primarily in the lower intensity fringe of 
the beam. At the same time, since they are formed 
in regions of diff erent laser intensity, they 
achieve different initial kineti c energies and thus 
have differ ent di stributions for their velocity 
vectors. Sequentia l measurements will differ in 
both the spatial distribut i on and veloc it y distri-
bution of the ion s formed if either the specimen 
geometry or the la ser beam profile varies. 
It has been stated that atomic ions are prin-
cipa ll y formed in the int ense central region of 
the laser beam, and that s imult aneous ly molecular 
i ans can be formed by "laser desorption" in the 
fringe of the be_am (Hercules et al., 1982). It 
was also reported that initi al kinetic energy dis-
tributions of ions differ from spec ie s to species 
(Hill enkamp et al., 1975 , Mauney and Adams, 1984a , 
Michiel s et al., 1984). In each case, the extrac-
tion of different classes of ions does not need to 
be the same and consequently these variations in 
transmittance interfere with quantitation. In the 
case of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), it 
was found that considerable relat ive intensit y 
errors could result from the neglect of the rel a-
tive transmittance of the in strument for the ele-
ment-specific kinetic energy distribution (Rudat 
and Morrison, 1979a) . 
In a previous paper (Mi chiels and Gijbels, 
1983), we reported sign i ficantly different inten-
s ity dependence of atomic and polyatomic ions from 
a Ti02 film on einzel len s voltage ( i. e . voltage 
on th e central cylinder of the ei nzel l ens, see 
also Fi g. 1). 
The features of these preliminary measurements 
were attr i buted to the chromatic aberrat i on of the 
einzel lens, leading to different transmittance 
of ion s having different energy distributions. In 
this paper , we di scuss the discrim ination s of the 
einzel len s for different types of i on spec ie s 
when different la ser energies are used. The re-
sults are corre l at ed with measurement s of ion 
kinetic energy distributions by us ing the ion re-
flector of the la ser mass spec trometer (which nor-
mally compensates for the spread in ion kinetic 
energy) as an energy cut-off filter (Michiels et 
a l . , 1984) . An attempt i s made to correlate the 
res ult s by using ray tracing computer programs. 
Materials and Methods 
As mentioned above, a detailed description of 
the laser microprobe mass analyzer LAMMA 500 manu-
factured by Leybold-Heraeus GmbH (Koln, FR Germa-
ny), can be found elsewhere (Hillenkamp et al., 
1975, Kaufmann et al., 1979, Vogt et al., 1981). 
A high-power Q-switched Neodymium- Yttrium Alumi-
nium Garnet (Nd-YAG) laser with frequenc y quadrup-
ling (A=265 nm; 1=15 ns ) i s focus sed onto the 
sample using an optical microscope, which al so 
serves for visualizing the part i cle or sample spot 
to be analysed. The 32 x micr oscope object i ve 
lens was used throughout . The laser-induced ions 
are accelerated to 3000 V and then col le cted 
through an ion optical ei nzel lens in the dr ift 
tube of a time -of -fli ght (T.O.F.) mass spectrome-
ter, including a "ti me focussing" ion reflector 
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(Urefl = 125 V) for compensating the spread of 
initial ion energies. In thi s way, a complete 
mass spectr um of positively or negativel y charged 
ions i s avai labl e with every l aser shot. The la-
ser pulse energy on the sample can be varied with 
a set of optical attenuation filters. The ion 
detection system consists of an open secondary 
electron multiplier with 17 Cu-Be dinodes 
(Ucath= 6000 V, Umult = 3150 V). The mass spectra 
were stored with out preamplification in a fast 
tran s ient recorder (Biomat ion 8100, 20 ns sampling 
interval, input voltage range between 0.05 and 
0.1 V) and fed into a Digital LSI 11/02 microcom-
puter for mass calibration and peak area calcu-
lations using the LAM program package developed 
in-house (Mauney, 1983) . The spectra can be 
transferred off-line to a Digital VAX 11/780 
mini computer for further data processing. 
The spec imens consisted of a vacuum-deposited 
film of Ti02 (Pulker et al ., 1976) on a formvar 
coated TEM grid obtained by evaporation of 
Ti203 tablet s during 45 s using a Balzers BA-500 
vacuum evaporator. 
The ion lens voltage was varied between 
-850 V (measurements at "low" la ser energy) or 
-800 V (measurements at "high" laser energy) and 
-1250 V with intervals of 25 V, while the acce le-
rating voltage and the voltage on the T.O.F . 
electrode were kept constant at -3000 V (Fig . 1) . 
The inten s it y at a particular lens voltage was 
obtained as the averaged integrated peak inten-
s iti es from ten spectra, taken one each from ten 
preselected grid square s . At least 15 lens vol -
tage settings over the exper imenta l range were 
se l ected in random order and the sampled spots 
were all se lect ed near the center of the grid in 
order to minimize contributions from instrumental 
drift or other sys tematic errors. The fir s t se-
ries of measurements was obtained at a "low" l aser 
energy (ca. 0.004 µJ) which yie lded s imilar perfo-
ration diameters of about 2 µmin the Ti02 film . 
In the seco nd ser i es of measurements at "high" 
laser energy (ca. 0.0 1 µJ) the perforat ion holes 
were about 4 µmin diameter. Both ser ies were 
obtained one after the other in less than 150 
minutes and a total of 309 mass spectra were 
recorded for further data proce ss ing . 
Results and Discu ss i on 
The characteristic posit ive ion mass spectrum 
obtained by l aser irradiation of Ti02 consists of 
major peaks from Ti+ and Tio+ and a series of les s 
intense polyatomic cluster ion s of the type 
Timon+· These features were described extens i vely 
by Mi chiels and Gijbe l s ( 1983) . In the present 
context, we are int erested in the relative isotope 
peaks of Ti+ (m/z = 46,47,48,49,50) and Tio+ 
(m/z = 62,63,64,65,66) and in the polyatomic ion 
peaks at m/z = 81 (Ti02H+), 128( Ti2o2+) and 144 
(Ti 203+). Hydrogen adducts, TiH+ ana TiOH+, may 
contribute to the intensitie s of all but the 
lowest isotope peaks of each Ti+ and Tio+, the 
hydrogen probab ly being derived from adsorbed 
water and from the formvar support film. Since 
the low abundant isotope peaks of Ti+ and Tio+ 
on the one hand and the s i gnal s of the polyatomic 
clu ster i ons on the other hand, have similar in-
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Fig. l:Scheme of i on source and "einzel" lens i n 
the LAMMA 500. The vol tage on the lens electrode 
("lens potential " ) was varied to obta i n experimen-
ta l transmission curves . Distances are given in 
mm. 
tensities, the sensitivity of the trans i ent recor-
der was adjusted in order to register these inten-
sity si gnals properly. However, wi th i n the selec-
ted dynamic range, the int ens itie s of the highly 
abundant m/z=48 (Ti+ ) and m/z = 64 (Tio+) ion 
peaks were not measurable. Beside s titanium oxide 
ions a number of element ion peaks at m/z = 23(Na+), 
27(Al+ ) , 39(K+) and 40(ca+), were present in the 
mass spectra, probably from contamination duri ng 
the sample preparation . 
In previous measurements (Michiel s and Gi jbels, 
1983) on the same type of sample, the i on l ens 
potential(of the central cyl inder of the einzel 
len s) was varied between - 50 and -1850 V (for po-
sitiv e mode mass spectra) , while the acce leration 
potential was kept constant at -3000 V. Over this 
wide range, the ion int ensit i es of Ti+ and Ti o+ 
were both found to vary smoothly, in a similar 
way; the highest intens iti es occurred between 
- 950 and -1350 V, wi th a maximum at -1050 V (see 
also Fig. 2). The inten s itie s of the polyatomic 
cluster i ons in the mass range between 40 and 260 
amu (e.g . Ti 02H+, Ti202+, Tiz03+,Ti304+) also var y in a similar way but reach a maximum at - 1125 V. 
Consequently , the relative int ensit i es of the se 
complex clusters (relative to Ti+) differ by more 
than one order of magnitude at ion len s potentials 
of -1050 and -1150 V. From - 1150 to - 1850 V the 
intensitie s of the complex cluster ions decrease 
steadily, in a s imil ar fashion as those of Ti o+ 
and Ti+. The decrease in intensity of complex 
clusters from - 1050 to -1000 Vis consp icuou s 
(1.5 orders of mag~itude): below -950 V the mass 
l ines of Ti3on+' Tizon+ and Ti02H+ can even hard-
ly be observed. The inten s ities of Tio+ and Ti+ 
also decrease considerab ly below about -1000 V, 
but only by one order of magnitude . The decrease 
i s much more slower in the range from -850 to 
-50 V. 
Therefore, in the present experiments we 
studied the range of ion lens voltages where the 
variations in spectral intensity are the most pro-
nounced, i.e . between -800 and -1250 V. A shift 
of 50 to 75 V of the potential axi s in comparison 
Fig. 2:Mean intensit y of var i ous cluster ions from a TiOz film as a function of the i on lens potential . 
The vacuum deposited film was irradi ated through the lOOx microscope objective and similar perforations 
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with the previou sly reported measurement s (Michie l s 
and Gijbels, 1983 and Fig. 2) will be noted which 
is attribut ed to read in gs of a non-calibrated high-
voltage meter in the earlier experiments. The re-
sult s obtained at "low" laser energy (ca. 0.004 µJ) 
are presented in Fig. 3 , those at higher laser 
energy (a lmost a factor of 3 higher) are given in 
Fig. 4. Note that in these semi-l og plots the in-
tensity of the polyatomic ion s at m/z=81, 128 and 
144 are drawn rel ativel y to the inten s it y axi s 
at the right hand s ide. 
For the measurements at "low" as well as at 
"high"l ase r energy, the polyat omic cluster i ons 
reach th eir maximum int ens it y in the range between 
-1050 and -1075 V. On the other hand, the maxi-
mum intensity of the atomic ion s ( i sotopes of Ti+) 
and s imple oxide ions ( i sotopes of Tio+) i s s itu-
ated at about -1012.5 Vin the fir st ser ie s (Fig . 
3) and in the range between -925 and -1000 V i n 
the second ser ie s (Fig. 4). This means that in 
each case the int ens it y maxima between atomic and 
s imple oxide ions on the one hand, and complex 
polyato mic clu ster ion s on the other hand, are 
occurring at di fferent i on lens voltages, with a 
difference of at least 50 V to more than 100 V 
depending on t he lase r energy used. This i s in 
accordance with previous experiments (Michiel s 
and Gijbels, 1983). 
The int ens it y variations in the cons i dered 
range of len s potentials are s imil ar for both se-
ries of measurements. It is s trikin g that at 
"low" l aser energy as well as at "high" la ser 
energy the i ntens i t i es of all i ons vary parallel 
to each other in the range between -1250 V and 
about -1075 V. At smaller absolute values of the 
l ens potential ( i .e. at la rger potenti al di fferen-
ces between the acceleration voltage and the len s 
voltaie), the polyatomic cluster ions (Ti02H+, 
Ti 202 , Ti 2o3+) are the fir s t to decrease sharp-ly in inten s it y, followed by Tio+ and the atomic 
i ons (Ti+, Na+, Al+, K+, ca+). 
If one compares the int ens it y di str i but i ons 
at the two different laser energ ies, it i s cle ar 
that the largest inten s ity variat i ons appear in 
the range between -800 V and -1050 V. At higher 
laser energ ies, all intensit y di stributions be-
come broader. This i s expl i ci tly shown in Fig. 5 
where the int ensity var i at i ons of some typic al 
ions at "low" and "high" laser energy are super -
imposed, t ogether with their standard devi ations 
of the mean. This br oadening of the intensit y 
di stri but i ons is more dominant i n the range with 
small absolute values of the len s potential. The 
atomic ions appear to be much more subject to these 
inten s it y variations as a result of different la-
ser energ i es, than th e polyatomic clu ster ions. 
When compari ng th e different intensity var i -
at ion s assoc i ated with different types of ions 
(atomi c or cluster ions) i t is obvious that the 
relative int ens itie s of the polyato mic ions 
(relat ive to Ti+) vary considerab ly depending on 
the selected ion lens potential. The di fference 
in relative int ens ity can be two orders of magni-
tude. This means that by care full y select ing an 
optimal ion lens potential, it i s possible to 
discriminate against a number of mass spec tral in-
terferences whi ch i s of importance in view of the 
limited mass resolut i on of t he time-of-flight mass 
spect romet er. 
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The ion di scrimina tion effect s of the einzel 
l ens observed above can be attr ibu ted mainly to the 
chromat i c aberration of the einzel lens if the dif-
ferent types of i ons have different ion kinetic 
energy di stribut i ons . Energy spec tra of Mn+ ions 
produced by la ser pul ses have been descr ibed for 
reflection geometry type in s trument s (Kovalev et 
al. , 1978) but, t o our knowledge, the information 
available for cluster ions, especial ly for the 
transmission geometry of the LAMMA 500 instrument, 
is rather limited. Energy spec tr a of sputte red 
ions, in cluding cl uster ions , have been studied 
more extens ivel y , and dat a for Ti+, Tio+, Tio2+, 
Ti2o+, Ti2o2+, and Ti2o3+ were describe d by Rudat 
ana Morrison (1979b). The energy spectra of poly-
at omi c ions are narrower and peaked at lower ener-
gies than the atomic energy spec tra, and the y de-
crease in width and average energy wi th greate r 
ion complexity. The same tendencies can be seen 
in Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 i f th e ion energy is assumed 
to increase from the r ight to the left. Thus , low-
energy ions are predominantl y tr ansmitt ed in the 
ra nge between -1250 V and about -1075 V, while 
high-energy i ons are sti ll accepted between -1075 
to -800 V. The kinetic energy distributions of the 
e l emental i ons are expected to be broader and more 
suscept i bl e to variation in l aser energy in com-
par i son with those of the polyatomic ion s . 
In order to obtain more inf ormati on, a method 
for measuring kinetic energy di str ibut ions of l aser-
induced ion s was devel oped in our l abora t ory, which 
makes use of the energy cut-off property of the 
ion reflector (Mauney and Adams, 1984a, Mi chie l s 
et a l . , 1984). The ion reflector has an energy 
fi lt ering ef fect in additi on to its primary func-
tion of drift time compensation : ions having a 
kinetic energy greater than the total potent i al 
of the repelling el ectrostatic field pass through 
or collid e with the reflector grid and are lost. 
If the reflector is operated as a cut -off filter, 
the i on energy range of interest can be selected 
by adjusting the reflector potential. When repe-
t i tive spectra are acquired under uniform ioniza-
t ion condi tions, stepping of the cut -off level 
across the energy range provides a measure of the 
cumulative energy distributions of the ion s extrac-
ted from the source. Mauney and Adams (1984a, 
1984b) reported cumulative ki net i c energy distri-
butions of carbon en- cluster i ons obtained at 
different la ser energies. The median kinet i c ener -
gi es of the se distr i but i ons ranged from ca. -5 to 
- ca. -17 eV. The distributions become broader and 
more negative with increasing ionic mass. At 
higher laser energ i es the median kinetic energ ies 
of a ll the polya t omi c ion s shif t towards more ne-
gative values (up to -60 eV). 
Cumul at ive ion kinetic energy distributions 
for some spec ifi c titan ium oxide ion s (at m/z = 
46, 49 (Ti +); 62, 65 (Ti~+); 40 (Ca+); 81 (Ti 02H+); 
128 (Ti202+); 144 (Ti 203 )) are shown in Fig . 6. These distrib uti ons were obta ined from the same 
Ti02 film which was also used during the ion lens experiments and at a comparable "low" l aser ener-
gy (per f oration holes of 2 µm di ameter) by vary-
i ng t he ion reflector voltage between - 112.5 to 
+300 V, with inte rva l s of 12.5 V over the negative 
part of the voltage range. An i on lens potent i al 
of ca. - 1100 V was se le ct ed t o maximize the s ig-
950 
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Fig. 3:Mean intensit y of some typical atomic and cluster ion s from a Ti0 2 film as a function of the ion 
lens potential (m/z = 39 (K+); m/ z = 46 , 49 (Ti+ ) ; m/z = 62 , 65 (Tio+); m/z = 81 (Ti0 2H+); m/z = 128 
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Fig. 4:Mean int ensity of some typical atomic and c,luster i ons from a Ti0 2 film as a function of the ion 
len s potential (m/z = 39 (K+); m/z = 46, 49 (Ti+); ·m/z = 62, 65 (TiO+); m/z = 81 (Ti0 2H+); m/ z = 128 
(Ti 20/); m/z = 144 (Ti20 3+)) . The mass spectra wer.e obtained at a "high" laser energy (ca. 0.01 µJ). 
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nals for the polyato mic cluster ions. At a suf f i-
c i ently high voltage sett ing of the ion reflector 
(e.g . + 200 V), al l s ingly charged ions of the 
same mass but wit h different kinetic energ ies are 
reflected and a maximum in tensi ty i s observed 
(pla t eau-val ues in Fig. 5) . As the reflecting po-
tential is decreased , i ons with a high kinetic 
energy strike the gr id or wall so that small er and 
smaller fr act i ons of the ion s are re fl ected and th e 
s ignal decreases. Eventuall y a potential i s reach-
ed at whi ch essentially no ions are reflected and 
no signal i s obtained. As can be seen from Fig. 
6, i ons of a different composit ion have diff erent 
intens i ty variations across the range of reflector 
potent ial s, resulting in different posi tion s of 
the medi an kineti c energ ie s . Table 1 li s t s the 
medi ans of the di strib ution s obta ined by graph i cal 
est imates from th e 50 % lev el of hand-drawn smooth 
curves through the data. In a study wit h a ther -
mal ion source (Na+ ion s fro m a heated filament) , 
Mauney and Adams (1985) established that an in stru -
ment-dependent correction of the reflector poten-
t i al by +8 V i s required to obtain the actu al 
cut-off i on kinet i c energy. This correction has 
been appl i ed t o the ta bulated estimates of the dis-
tribut i on medians. The medians shift towards more 
negative values for more compl ex (polyatomi c) clus -
ter ions, i. e . fr om Ti+ (m/z = 46) over Ti o+ (m/z 
= 62) to Ti2o/ (m/z = 128, 144) . Clusters having 
a hydrogen atom incorporated (e .g . Ti02H+ at m/z 
= 81) yi eld th e most negat ive value for their me-
dian (-25 eV). 
The observati on that the distributions include 
negative energy tails and even have negativ e va-
lues for their medians (th i s means that they have 
a kinetic energy le ss than the accelerat ing poten -
tial); is in conf li ct wit h the concept that i ons 
are formed from the sample sur fa ce having ·substan-
tial velocities, whi ch are s imply added to the 
electrostat i c acce l erat i on into the mass spectro -
meter. Incomplete acce ler at i on due t o the locus of 
ion formation ( i .e. when i ons are formed after 
some expans i on of the vapour) or energy-reduc ing 
col li s ions of ions traver si ng the vapour cloud are 
considered to be the most probab le explanations for 
the observat ion of negat ive di stribution medi ans. 
If the observed def i ci ency of kinetic energ y i s 
pr in ci pal ly related to the fra ction of the accele-
rat ing potential experienced by an ion after it s 
formatio n, then the medi an kinetic energ ie s can be 
related to chemi cal effects, int erpretin g the or-
der of increasing def i ciency as ind i cat i ve of 
delay in i on formation in an expanding pla sma. 
Since 46Ti+ has the most positive di str i bu-
tion, which i s at the same time the lea st sharp-
ly infl ected of those observed ilab le 1 and Fig . 
6), this i s an indicat i on that T,+ was the ear-
li est formed with a wide spread of kinetic ener-
gi es. A large sprea d would be consistent wit h 
formation at high thermal ener gies followed by 
transfer of energy to other specie s in t he plas -
ma cloud. The oxide i ons m/z = 62 (Ti o+) , 128 
(Ti 2o2+) and 144(Ti 2o3+) have medi ans which are 25 Io 30 eV more negative than for i ons at m/z = 
46 (Ti+) . This would imply formation aft er plas-
ma expans ion by about 50 to 60 µm, occurring by 
vapour-pha se i on formation processes rather than 
dir ect formation from the solid (t he field strength 
952 
Table 1: Median value s of kinetic energy di str i bu-
tions for atomi c and cl ust er i ons from a Ti02 film. 
m/z median m/z median 
(eV) (eV) 
46 10 40 0 
49 -1 5 
81 -25 
62 - 15 128 -20 
65 - 25 144 - 20 
in the ion source i s ca . 0.5 V/µm) . 
The di st ribution s of th e heavier i sot opes of 
Ti+ and Tio+ are diff eren t from th ose of the 
lightest i sotope and their median kinetic energy 
appears to be shift ed towards more negative values 
(Fig . 6 and Table 1). The magnitude of t hi s dis-
cr iminati on i s illu stra ted more clearl y in plots 
of kineti c energy probabi lit y di stribution s (Fig . 
7). These are obtained by different i ating hand-
drawn cumulativ e ion kin etic energy distribution s 
through the experimental data . The kinetic energy 
distributions of the m/z = 65 i on species appear 
clear ly as a composite of two components, whi ch 
are most probab ly titanium oxid e and hydroxide . 
Al so the m/z = 49 ki net i c energy di stribut i on i s 
shifted t owards more negative energy values : this 
can be attr i but ed to the presence of titanium hy-
dr ide (TiH+). + 
The m/z = 8l (Ti02H+) , 128(Tiz0z ) and 144 
(Ti 2o3+) energy di s tribution s are much narrower and have pract i call y no higher-energy tail s. In 
th i s interpretation of i on kinetic energy di stri -
bution s , the width of the di stribution i s indica-
t ive of t he depth of the formation region in the 
pl asma as well as the veloc i ties of the particles 
involved in the format ion reaction. The kineti c 
energy di s tribution of the atomi c ion s may include 
contributi ons from both the formation locu s and 
from eject i on of i ons formed initi all y in the l aser 
impact region. The l arge r clu ste r ion s of titanium 
dioxide pr ogress to narrower di stribution s , sugges -
ting that the r ange of condition s favourabl e fo~ 
their formation i s narrower than for th e small ions. 
According to the most probab le kinetic energies 
di spl ayed in Fig. 7, the order of i on formation in 
the expandi ng pl asma would be rouihly: Ti +, 
Tio+ :::z TiH+, Ti2Dz+zTi 2D3+, Ti 02H , T10H+. . . 
These measurements of kinetic energy d1str1bu-
tions of different types of i ons (atomi c or clu ster 
i ons) confirm the fe at ur es observe d in the experi-
ments in whi ch the i on len s pote nti al was var ied. 
The energy di st r i buti ons of the elemental i ons 
appear to be much broader and have a high-ene~gy 
tail in comparison with those of the polyatomic 
clu ster i ons . At higher la ser energie s, the kine-
tic energy distributions of al l ions become broader 
but to a grea t er extent for tho se of the atomic 
i ons (Michiel s et al., 1984). 
Recentl y, a study was started t o ca l cul ate the 
ion transmi ss i on of the LAMMA 500 us ing ray tra-
cing computer programs, in order to verif y the 
exper imental results obt ained by var ying the , on 
l ens vol t age and in particular the di fferent 
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Fig. 5:Jntensity variations as a function of the 
ion lens potential, with standard deviations of 
the mean, at "low" (0: m/z = 46 (Ti+); D: m/z 
62 (Tio+); 6: m/z = 144 (Ti203 +)) and at high 
( •: m/z = 46 (Ti+); ■ m/z = 62 (Tio+); A m/z = 
144 (Ti203+)) laser energy. 
variations observed between atomic and polyatomic 
ions (see also above). To describe ion optical 
systems adequately a number of partial differential 
equations have to be solved in order to obtain the 
electric field distribution, which allows one to 
describe the behaviour of charged partic l es. 
However, the equations being of the ellipt i c type, 
they cannot be solved under all circumstances . 
~~ '".~I n lillf'lP'JP')Aj , 
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Instead of trying to look for an analytica l solu-
tion, the problem can also be approximated by 
using finite-difference methods. This led to the 
well-known Liebmann relaxation technique (e.g. 
Paszkowski, 1968b) which is very handy if a com-
puter i s available. The method i s based on the 
superposition of a net upon the region of interest. 
It can be shown that the potential of a mesh 
point is a function of the potential of its neigh-
bours. The obtained set of equations is solved 
iteratively sta rting from a trial solution. Each 
successive approximation will decrease the error 
of the calculated values until some accuracy re-
quirement is met. 
The above outlined procedure was actua ll y 
used to make a s imulation of the ele ctric field 
in the ion lens of the LAMMA 500. A program 
(Wl26) of the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research (CERN) Computer Center tackled Laplace's 
equation by making use of a two-dimensional ap-
proach. Afterwards the same program could be used 
to calculate the ion trajectories. Starting from 
some specified location 1~ith a definite slope and 
initial kinetic energy, the particles trajectory 
is again iteratively calculated with a numerical 
method of integration. No space charge effects 
were taken into account, so the motion obeys the 
equation : 
2 dr 2 
d; = 1 + (dz) j 5.0(z,r) 
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Fig. 6:Cumulative ion kinetic energy distributions of singly charged atomic and cluster ions from a Ti02 
film (46, 49 amu: Ti+; 62, 65 amu: Tio+; 40 amu: ca+; 81 amu: Ti02H+; 128 amu:Ti202+;144 amu: Ti203+). 
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with 0 (z,r) being the potential at the position 
with cylindrical coord inate s (z,r). 
After obtaining the ion paths through the 
einzel lens, the motion in the remaining part of 
the in strument could be easily determined. Apart 
from two drift spaces characterised by a definite 
rectilinear motion, a reflector area is s ituated 
between them. For this electrostatic mirror the 
following equations are valid 
4k Ein sin 0in cos 0in r rin -out 6V 
( 2) 
0out - 0in ( 3) 
E out E. in ( 4) 
where the optical axis is chosen to coincide with 
the z-axis and the start ing coordinates are (o,rin) 
at t=o. The particle enters under a direction 0in 
with a kinetic energy Ein · 6V/k is the electric 
field strength in the reflector with length k. 
To summarize : with the above routines it can 
be decided whether an ion created at or nearby the 
spec imen' s surface will or will not be detected by 
the electron multiplier located at the end of the 
second drift tube. In other words, it i s possible 
to calculate the transmission for an ion of inte-
rest as a function of adjustable electrode volta-
ges and assuming acceptable angular and energy 
distributions. 
Using these computer programs, radii (with 
respect to the optical axis) were calcu lat ed at 
100 mm from the detector at the end of the second 
drift tube. At this position, all rays which have 
an r-value less than 18.75 mm from the optical 
axis will be post-accelerated towards the cathode 
of the electron multiplier and are detected. This 
was checked with the computer program Wl26. The 
programs allow changes in initial kinetic energy, 
position of departure (i.e . position of ion for-
mation), emittance angle and potential field. 
Fig. 8 shows the radii (100 mm in front of the de-
tector) for ions having an initial kinetic energy 
of 5 eV and which are emitted at the posit ion of 
the sample surface, on the optical axis, and with 
different emittance angle s. The radii are calcu-
lated for different ion lens voltages. Thus, ions 
emitted at an angle of e.g. 22.5 ° will be detected 
in the range of lens voltages between ca. -650 and 
-1040 V since the rays are situated within an 
area with a diameter of 37.5 mm. If an int egrat i -
on is made of a ll possible emittance angles, ini-
tial kinetic energ ie s and positions of departure 
and if a suitab le distribution for each of these 
parameters i s taken into account, the resulti~g 
ion transmission can be calcu lat ed as a function 
of the ion lens voltage. 
However, information about angular and kine-
tic energy distributions is rather scarce, while 
data on positions of ion formation and correspon-
ding space distributions are practically non-
existent. Therefore, a number of supposit ions are 
required. For the angular dependence, we used i so-
tropic,cos e and cos2 e distributions. According 
to the literature, cos e and cos2 e distributions 
are frequently measured for atomic ions when using 
a reflection geometry for laser excitation and ion 
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extract ion (e.g . Ready, 1971, Dinger et al., 1980). 
However, there is no physical reason for an equi-
valent angular dependence between the la ser reflec-
tion absorption mode and transmission absorption 
mode : the expansion of plasma is monodirectional 
in the first configuration and bidirectional (?) 
in the second one. For polyatomic ions no inf or-
mation at all could be found for either geometry. 
We also assume that for in stance all atomic Ti+ 
ions formed with different kinetic energies, have 
the same angular distributions. Ray trajectories 
are calculated for emittance angles between 0° and 
85 ° ( i . e . at 2 . 5 ° ; 7 . 5 ° ; 12 . 5 ° ; ... ; 82 . 5 ° ) ass u -
ming a perfect cyl ind r ical geometry. 
Since there does not exist any information on 
kinet i c energy distributions which are corrected 
for transmission in the LAMMA 500, we used the 
distributions as measured with the ion reflector 
(see also above and Fig. 7). Furthermore, we as-
sumed that the distributions start at O eV instead 
of a "negat ive" energy value. Ray trajectories 
are calculated for ions having an initial kinetic 
energy between O and 50 eV, with intervals of 10 
eV (i.e. at 5 eV, 15 eV, 25 eV, 35 eV and 45 eV). 
The ca l culations were carr i ed out for rays 
start ing at the sample surface and on the opt ic al 
axis. In a further study ray trajectories will 
be calculated for rays on the optical axis but 
starting at some distance from the sample surface. 
The latter situation would reflect ion formation 
(most ly polyatomic) after plasma expansion (se~ 
also above). Radii were calculated as a function 
of the ion lens voltage between -500 and -1400 V, 
while the accelerating voltage was kept constant 
at -3000 V. In these theoretical calculations, it 
is also assumed that the field line s are not dis-
turbed by a shielding effect of the plasma: 
Fig. 9 shows the calculated transmis s :on (on 
a logarithmi~ scale) as a_fun~t ion of th~ io~ lens 
voltage for 46Ti+. The kinetic energy distr:bu-
tion of Fig. 7 was used, an angular cos 2 e dis-
tribution was assumed and al l rays started at the 
sample on the optical axis . This transmi ssion 
curve should be compared with the experimental ly 
obtained transmission of 46Ti+ ions as a function 
of the ion lens voltage (Fig . 3). The calculated 
transmission appears to be broader and it s maxi-
mum is situated at a l ower lens potential (ca. 
-950 V). On the_oth~r h~nd,_if we use and iso~ 
tropic angular distribution inste~d of the cos e 
distribution, the position of maximum calculated 
transmission shifts s lightl y towards higher lens 
voltages while the right hand side of the curve 
becomes more enhanced and less steep than the left 
hand s ide. This i s in better agreement with the 
experimentally obta ined transmission curve. 
The influ ence of the ion kinetic eneray (we 
used the kinetic energy distribution of 1~ :i203+ 
(Fig. 7) instead of the distribution of 4 Ti+) 
on the transmission curve i s also more pronounced 
at the right hand s ide of the curve. This is )n 
conf lict with the assumption that the substantial 
inten s it y differences in the range at low lens 
voltages are due to the different kinetic energy 
distributions of e.g. Ti+ and Ti203+ (see also 
Fig. 5). However, up till now the ion !rajecto-
ries were all calculated for rays start ing at the 
position of the sample. It is not clear what the 
influenc e will be if some kind of spat ial dis-
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Fig. 7:Ion kinetic energy distributions of s ingly charged atomic and cluster ions from a Ti02 film obtained by differenti ating cumulative distributions 
81 amu: Ti02H+; 128 amu: Ti202+; 144 amu: Ti203+). 
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Fig. 8:Calculated radii (with respect to the opti-
cal axis in the second drift tube of the LAMMA 
500) of ion trajectories as a function of the ion 
lens voltage, for ions having an initial kinetic 
energy of 5 eV and which are emitted at the sample 
surface, on the optical axis, with emittance ang-
les of 2.5° ( e ), 7.5 ° ( ■ ), 12.5° ( A ), 17.5 ° (• l, 
22.5 ° (0), 27.5°( 0 ), 32.5°(6) and 37.5° (0). 
Radii within an area with a diameter of 37.5 mm 
will be detected by the electr on multiplier (see 
also text). 
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Fig. 9:Calculated percentage transmission (on a 
logarithmic 4Gale) as a function of the ion len s voltage for Ti+ ions (see also te xt). 
tribution for ion formation is taken into account, 
i.e. if the ions are considered as formed at dif-
ferent positions from the sample surface. Further 
study is also needed to check whether ions with 
a low kinetic energy shoul d have a different an-
gular distribution than the same type of ions but 
having a higher kinetic energy (e.g. an isotropic 
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angular distribution instead of a cos2 e distribu- References 
tion, respectively). By judiciously adjusting 
these parameters, it is probably possible to obtain 
a better accordance between the calculated and ex-
perimentally obtained transmission curves. 
Conclusions 
Using a homogeneous Ti02 film, it was found 
that different discrimination effects appear as a 
function of the ion lens potential of the LAMMA 
500. Relative intensities associated with diffe-
rent types of ion s (atomic or cluster ions ) can 
differ by two orders of magnitude depending on the 
se lected ion lens potential. This allows discri-
mination against mass spectral interferences. When 
different laser energies are used, the largest in-
fluence on the intensity distributions is situated 
in the range of ion lens potentials between -800 
and -1050 V. These discrimination effects were at-
tributed mainly to the chromatic aberration of the 
einzel lens, leading to different effects on ions 
with different energy distributions. 
By using the drift-time correcting ion reflec-
tor as an energy cut-off filter, different energy 
distributions for atomic versus polyatomic ions 
were indeed obtained. It appeared that the ener-
gies of the elemental ions are higher and the en-
ergy distributions oroader than those of the poly-
atomic cluster ions. The observation that the ki-
netic energy distributions include negative energy 
tails and even have negative values for their me-
dians, can principal ly be related to the fraction 
of the accelerat in g potential experienced by an ion 
after its format i on or to energy-reducing collisi-
ons of ions traversing the vapour cloud. This 
would imply cluster ion formation during pla sma ex-
pansion, occurring by vapour-phase ion formation 
processes rather than direct formation from the 
solid. 
In an attempt to explain the experimental re-
sults, theoretical ion transmission curves were 
calculated as a function of the i on lens potential 
with ray tracing computer programs. Using suitable 
distributions for a ll possible emittance angle s and 
initial kinetic energies, the resulting ion trans-
mission could be obtained for ions with a position 
of departure (i.e. position of ion formation) on 
the optical axi s, at the sample surface . The best 
s imilaritie s between theoretical and experimental 
transmission curves were found when assuming that 
elemental Ti + ions are formed predominantly at the 
sample surface with an i sotrop ic angular distribu-
tion. Further study is in progress to calculate 
transmission curves for ions with a departure posi-
tion at a certain distance from the sample surface; 
in this way a better agreement with the experimental 
transmission curves is obtained for the polyatomic 
ions . 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
N.S. McIntyre : Does the different lens focussing 
behavi our of Tio+ compared with oxide clusters of 
higher molecular weight suggest that these latter 
may originate at a different time in the ion for-
mation process? 
D.S. Simons : What time difference would be asso-
c iated with a 50 to 60 µm expansion of the pla sma? 
If two species with the same m/z, e.g. Ti(49)0 and 
Ti(48)0H, were formed at different t imes, might 
they be re sol vable in the TOF mass spect rum as a 
result of the time difference in ion formation? 
Authors : Since the ion lens i s subject ed to both 
spherical and chromatic aberrations, chemical spe-
ci es of ions can be extracted to a different extent 
if they have different distributions in space . If 
th i s i s the case, i t i s rea sonable to assume that, 
indeed, they originate at different times. The ob-
serva tions of negative energy medians for kinetic 
energy distribut i ons obtained by usi ng the ion re -
flector as an energy cut -off filter, suggest that 
polyatomic ions were formed after plasma expansion 
by about 50 to 60 µm. At an el ectric field 
strength of 0.5 V/µm, ions of m/z = 65 would requi -
re 10 to 15 ns to cross that distance. This time 
di fference i n i on f ormati on will not be resolved 
i n the TOF mass spectrum when using the i on ref l ec-
tor for compensat i ng di fferences i n init i al kine-
tic energy and hence in time of ion formation (ions 
formed at a later stage originate i n a "cooler " 
envi ronment, and have, on the average, lower kine -
t i c energies, the more so as they exper i ence in -
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complete acceleration). However, when using a l i-
near t ime-of-f l ight mass spectrometer, peak shoul -
der s were observed in the mass spectra at m/z 
65 and 66 which could be i nterpreted as being due 
to delayed ion formation (Michiels, 1985). 
D.S. Simons : The trend of carbon cluster ion kine-
tic energy distributions to become broader with 
increasing ion mass is opposite to what is gene-
ra l ly found i n SIMS. Any explanation? 
Authors : The width of ion kinet i c energy distri -
butio ns as measured with the ion reflector by usi ng 
it s cut-off f i lter property, can be interpreted 
as indicative of the depth of the ion formation 
region as well as of the velocit i es of the partic-
les involved in the formation reaction. If ions 
can be formed in a large region (i.e. at certain 
distances from the sampl e surface), some of them 
will be incompletel y accelerated resulting in 
broad kinetic energy distributions. The trend in 
widths of kinetic energy distributions of carbon 
cl uster ions suggests that i n LAMMA the larger 
ions can be formed under a greater range of condi-
t i ons than the smaller ones (Mauney and Adams, 
1984a ). 
D.S. Simons : Why should the kinetic energy distri-
bution of elemental ions be more susceptible to 
variation s in laser energy compared with those of 
polyatomic ion s? 
J.-F. El oy: Can you expla i n why atomic and poly-
atomic ions reach inten s it y maxima at different 
ion lens potentials, depending on the laser energy 
used? 
Authors : If atomic ion s are mainly formed in the 
high energy region of the laser-solid interaction, 
then the laser energy will directly influence 
their kineti c energy, e.g. high la ser energy will 
yield high ion kinetic energies and broad energy 
distributions. If polyatomi c ions are formed af-
ter cooling of the plasma to suf ficientl y low tem-
perature, then their ki net i c energy will be cha-
racter i st ic for these conditions, i.e. lower kine-
tic energie5 and narrower distributions, and hence 
be less dependent on the initial laser energy. 
Any difference in energy distribution s also has an 
effect on the experimental transmi ss ion curves as 
a funct i on of the ion len s voltage : the transmis-
sion curves of polyatomi c ion s are therefore less 
dependent on the la ser energy than those of ele-
mental ion s (see also Fig. 5). 
J.-F. Eloy : The ion reflector compensates the 
spread of initial ion energies. To what exte nt 
wi ll the results of this work be disturbed by 
the function of electrostatic filter of the ion 
reflector? 
Authors : Since the i on ref l ector voltage was fixed 
at 125 V for the measurements of the ion inten s i-
ties as a function of ion lens voltage, near ly all 
ions will be reflected . This can also be seen i n 
Fig. 6 : a ll i ntensity signals have practically 
reached a plateau value at reflector voltages be-
tween O and 100 V. 
D.S. Simons : From i sotop i c measurements can you 
estimate the relat ive magnitude of Ti (48)H versus 
Ti(49) and Ti (48)0H versus Ti(49)0? 
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Authors : We compared the intensity ratios of m/z 
= 46 relative to m/z = 49 and of m/z = 62 relati-
ve to m/z = 65 with the natural abundance ratio 
46/49 which is ca. 1.44. For the measurements at 
"low" laser energy and ion lens voltages between 
-850 and -1250 V, the relative magnitude of Ti(48)H 
versus Ti(49) is ca. 5 % and for Ti(48)0H versus 
Ti(49)0 it is ca. 30 %. For the measurements at 
"high" laser energy and ion lens voltages between 
-800 and -1250 V, there is no enhancement of the 
m/z = 49 signal relative to the m/z = 46 signal 
while the relative magnitude of Ti(48)0H versus 
Ti(49)0 is only 10 %. 
J.-F. Eloy : Which are the considered isotopic 
masses in Fig. 2? What is the number of measu-
rements for each experimental point? What is the 
error of each meas ured value? 
Authors : The inten s ities in Fig. 2 are the sum of 
all isotopic ion peaks belonging to the same type 
of ion. Each experimental point represents the 
average intensity from 5 to 7 mass spectra. The 
relative standard deviations are typically be-
tween iO and 20 % for the most inten se peaks in 
the mass spectra and rise to more than 50 % for 
the low intensity signals of polyatomic ions. 
D.S. Simons : The range of intensities in Fig. 2 
covers about 3 decades. How was this recorded 
with an 8-bit digitizer? 
Authors : Between ion len s potentials of -1000 
and -1125 V for Ti+ and between -1000 and -1250 V 
for Tio+, the highly abundant isotope peaks at 
m/z = 48 and 64 respectively were too intense to 
be measured. For these potentia l regions the two 
less abundant isotopes of Ti+ and Tio+ having the 
smalles t m/z ( i .e. at m/z = 46, 47 and 62, 63 res-
pectively) were selected to calculate the ion 
intensity of the m/z = 48 and 64 ion peaks. This 
was done on the basis of the averaged contribution 
of these less abundant ion peaks to the total in-
tensity of the Ti+ and Ti □ + ion signals in the 
remaining range of ion lens potentials. This con-
tribution was about 20 %. The
4
9eviation from the 
natural abundance of 46Ti and Ti (together ca. 
15 %) is also a result of the limited dynamic range 
of the transient recorder (Simons, 1983). 
J. -F . Eloy : What are the accuracy and reproduci-
bi l,ty of the "low" and "high" la ser energies ? 
What is the laser energy threshold to obtain 
perforation of the Tio2 film? 
Authors : Since the photodiode energy meter was 
calibrated with a pyro-electric energy meter a 
few months after the experiments, it i s very dif-
ficult to state the accuracy of the given laser 
energy values. Measurements after calibration of 
the photodiode meter indicated that at least the 
order of magnitude of the given laser energy va-
lues is correct. The reproducibility of the 
photodiode energy meter readings for a number of 
sequential la ser shots i s ca . 10 to 20%. Perfo-
rations of about 2 µmin diameter were obtained 
at 2 to 3 times the threshold laser energy for 
perforation of the Ti □2 film and detection of ion 
signals. The measurements at "high" laser ener-
gy (diameters of 4 µm) were taken at 5 to 6 times 
this threshold energy. 
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J.-F. Eloy : No space charge effects were taken 
into account when calculating the particles tra-
jectories, why? Space charge effects appear cer-
tainly in the case of the "high" laser energy. 
Authors : Without any doubt, space charge effects 
appear, especially in the case of "high" la ser 
energy. However, for the present preliminary cal-
culations, this effect was disregarded : we have, 
indeed, already incorporated in our model a num-
ber of parameters, for which no experimental data 
are available (e.g. angular distribution, positi-
on of ion formation). To include such parameters 
as ion/electron current density, beam shape and 
ion/electron current density distribution (spa-
tial density profile of the plasma as a function 
of time), which control the space -charg e repulsi-
on and electrical field modification, would, at 
the present time, yield an unwieldy model, with 
too many unknown quantities. 
J.-F. Eloy : From the results of the experimental 
determination of ion lens voltage threshold for 
each ion disappearing in the mass spectra, doesn't 
the computer program allow the determination of 
each experimental emission angle? 
Authors : The experimental transmission curves are 
the result of a combination of differ ent parameters 
each having a different influence. These parame-
ters are the distributions of the initial kinetic 
energy, the emittance angl e and the position of 
departure. Therefore it is not possible to cor-
relate directly experimental results with just 
one parameter such as the emission angl e (angular 
distribution). 
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